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Sit. Stand. Move. Repeat.

The average worker spends between three and eight hours  
a day at their desk, with many of us spending more time 
sitting down than sleeping. 

Research shows links between sedentary lifestyles and  
an increased risk of diabetes, obesity, heart disease and 
some kinds of cancer. 

Standing for short periods increases blood flow, burns extra 
calories, and increases our metabolism. Extended standing 
can lead to increased risk of back pain and fatigue, so it’s  
best to switch positions during the day.

Height adjustable furniture can reduce sitting times by up  
to 60%1, and by alternating between sitting and standing  
our bodies are healthier. 

1.  Alkhajah, T. A. (2012). Sit-Stand Workstations: A Pilot Intervention to Reduce  

Office Sitting Time. American Journal of Preventive Medicine, 43(3), 298-303.

Find the balance between sitting 
and standing at your desk

Augment Ratio: Your desk, your way

Research shows that moving from one posture to another is 
beneficial to our health – people who move more, feel better. 
And people who feel better, work better.

The Augment Ratio height adjustable desk enables a smooth 
transition between sitting and standing. Users can vary their 
posture as they need, to find the right balance between sitting 
and standing throughout the day. 

Augment Ratio can be specified as single or back-to-back 
desks in unlimited clusters, working with our other desking  
solutions to complete any floor plate.



Flexible Working Postures 

Augment Ratio’s intuitive adjustments promote movement at 
work, which ergonomists agree counteracts the negative 
health effects of staying in any one posture for too long. 

There are a number of different screen options for Augment 
Ratio, depending on the configuration of the work space. 
When used in a standalone format, the screen is optional; if 
included, the screen moves up and down simultaneously to 
afford the user additional privacy. In a back-to-back 
formation, the screen remains in a fixed position between the 
two desks. 

Cables and cords travel through a cable management system 
into a trough below the table, keeping them easily accessible 
but cleanly out of sight. 

Worktop mounted screen

Single Front to Front Side by Side

Desk-up screen Modesty Screen

Types of Screen



With its clean lines and lightweight, 
uncluttered design, Augment Ratio 
has been designed to blend into the 
contemporary office landscape.



Create your own Landscape 

The Augment Ratio portfolio includes both freestanding desk 
as well as clustered understructure, allowing greater freedom 
when designing large floor plans.

Linear Benching can be specified with 700 or 800mm depth 
and various lengths ranging from 1400 – 1800mm.

Linear Freestanding can be specified with 700 or 800mm depth  
and various lengths ranging from 1400 – 1800mm. 

120 Degree Freestanding can be specified with 600 or 700mm depth 
and various lengths ranging from 1200 – 1400mm.

90 Degree Freestanding can be specified with 700 or 800mm depth 
and various lengths ranging from  1400 – 1800mm.



Details and Features

Two options of Leg Stage – Single Stage and Dual Stage The distinctive H profile design ensures an 
uncluttered workspace.

Electric height adjustment, including programmable pre-sets for use at assigned desks. 

Effortless Design

With its clean lines and lightweight design, Augment Ratio has 
been designed to blend into the modern office environment.  

Augment Ratio encourages users to move and change their 
posture throughout the working day. It is available with two 
kinds of electric height adjustment, including programmable 
pre-sets for use at assigned desks; this means a user can 
adjust their desk to exactly the right height for them at the 
touch of a button. Manual height adjustment is also available.

Augment Ratio’s design ensures that ergonomic tools such as 
monitor arms are fully supported. This enables the user to 
easily modify the position of one or more monitors when 
adjusting their own posture.

Robert Propst George Nelson

Augment Ratio works seamlessly with our other products, from desking 
and storage systems to task chairs and complementary side tables.

Design Heritage: A story continued

Herman Miller has always believed in the importance of 
supporting a variety of postures and encouraging healthy 
movement while you work. An alternative to sitting down at 
the desk is woven into our design history. In the 1960s both 
Robert Propst and George Nelson pioneered the concept of 
alternative working positions. 

Propst, the creator of Action Office, the world’s first open-plan 
office system, designed a hybrid of a stool and chair he 
termed a ‘perch’.  Nelson, who was appointed Design Director 
in 1947, enjoyed standing around at work and thought others 
might also. He designed a stand-up, roll-top desk for the 
Action Office line. Both designers recognised the benefits of 
standing whilst working, long before the term ‘ergonomics’ 
was widely known or understood. 



Durable. Sustainable. Successful.

Herman Miller continues to focus on maintaining high 
environmental standards by incorporating sustainable 
materials, features and manufacturing processes. One of 
our design tenets is durability. We design for repeated use, 
repair, maintenance and reassembly by using standard 
parts, as often as possible.

Augment Ratio can be taken apart and recycled. 

Certified

BIFMA 
AFARDI – July 2017 
GreenTagTM – June 2017 
Green Guard – June 2017

A Promise for Everyday Usability

Augment Ratio is covered by our 12 year  
3 shift warranty with a 10-year warranty on 
the electrics and actuators, that fully  
reflects our confidence in its performance 
and craftsmanship.

Our warranty covers everything, including 
electrical components, castors, pneumatic 
cylinders, tilts, and all moving mechanisms.  
It recognises the changing nature of work 
and the need for products that can stand up 
to continuous use.

At Herman Miller, we work for a better world 
around you. Our products— and our promise 
to stand behind their quality 100 percent—
are designed to improve your environment 
whether it’s an office, hospital, school, home, 
an entire building, or the world at large.

Total recyclability 
content

Total Post-consumer 
Recycled content 

Total Pre-consumer 
Recycled content  20%

26%

6%

Chipboard/Particle Board 47%

Aluminum 6%

Steel 41%

Plastic 3%

Misc. 3%

Configurations

Freestanding

Leg/Base

Combination

Fixed

2 Leg Liner

Single Side Linear Cluster of 4 Asymmetric

90 Degree Inside 90 Degree Outside 120 Degree

3 Leg 120 Degree3 Leg 90 Degree

Freestanding 
Worktop Mounted 

Screen

Benching 
Deskup Screen

Freestanding 
Deskup Screen

Benching 

Freestanding 
Modesty Screen

Benching 
Worktop Mounted 

Screen

Single Stage

Single Stage

Single StageDual Stage

Dual Stage

Dual Stage

Freestanding

Benching

Standard 
 Worktops Linear Worktop 90° Worktop 120° Worktop

1400/1500/1600/1800

1400/1500/1600/1800

1200/1400

700/800

730 —
 1130

1175 —
 1575

1100/1200

1100 /1200

300 —
 700

250 —
 850

725

730 – 1130

1100/1200

1175 – 1575

1125 – 1725

650 – 1250

1125 —
 1725

650 —
 1250

700/800

600/700



Medley -  
Trail 
1HA02

Medley -  
Charcoal 
1HA03

Medley -  
Cinder 
1HA04

Medley -  
Citrus 
1HA05

Medley -  
Papaya 
1HA06

Medley -  
Chutney 
1HA07

Medley -  
Tundra 
1HA08

Medley -  
Feather Grey 
1HA09

Medley -  
Stone 
1HA01

Medley -  
Loden 
1HA11

Medley -  
Peacock 
1HA12

Medley -  
Bayou 
1HA13

Medley -  
Blue Grotto 
1HA14

Medley -  
Blueberry 
1HA15

Medley -  
Mulberry 
1HA19

Medley -  
Chartreuse
1HA10

For more information, please visit hermanmiller.com/asia

® Herman Miller and Y are registered trademarks of Herman Miller, Inc.
© 2017 Herman Miller, Inc. 
All rights reserved.

Play with Colour; the choice is yours.

Augment Ratio is available in a variety of finishes for surfaces, frames and 
screens, enabling you to customise and personalise your look. 

Samples are representative of the material to be supplied and 
may not indicate an exact match; some variation may occur. 

White 
91

Graphite  
G1

Metalic Silver 
MS

 
Melamine

White 
F01

Mission White 
F11

Antique White 
F02

Spice Maple Wirebrush 
F14

White 
91

Classic Walnut 
F09

Folkstone Gray 
8Q

Copper Beench Matt 
F10

Chalk White 
X1

Maple 
F04

Clementine 
F16

Legno Fineline 
F08

Lincoln Walnut 
F05

Graphite 
F03

Couture Wood 
F15

Centurion -  
Pitch 
2K14

Centurion -  
Armor 
2K18

Centurion -  
Gladius 
2K20

Centurion -  
Charcoal 
2K22

Centurion -  
Brick 
2K24

Centurion -  
Aquarius 
2K25

Centurion -  
Gold 
2K02

Centurion -  
Monarch 
2K04

Centurion -  
Muse 
2K05

Centurion -  
Crest 
2K06

Centurion -  
Hazel 
2K07

Centurion -  
Helm 
2K09

Centurion -  
Vulcan 
2K10

Centurion -  
Atrium 
2K12

Cosmos -  
Granite
9110

Cosmos -  
Rouge 
9112

Cosmos -  
Walnut 
9114

Cosmos -  
Olive 
9115

Cosmos -  
Quince 
9117

Cosmos -  
Black 
9119

Cosmos -  
Moon Shadow 
9101

Cosmos -  
Marigold
9102

Cosmos -  
Cashmere 
9104

Cosmos -  
Mercury 
9105

Cosmos -  
Pool
9106

Cosmos -  
Spice
9107

Cosmos -  
Avocado 
9108

Cosmos -  
Suede 
9109

Zen -  
Mercury 
7345

Zen -  
Citron 
7349

Zen -  
Cloud 
7350

Zen -  
Java 
7351

Zen -  
Late 
7325

Zen -  
Sand 
7333

Zen -  
Oatmeal 
7334

Zen -  
Bubblegum 
7305

Zen -  
Iron Ore 
7310

Zen -  
Platinum 
7311

Zen -  
Lipstick 
7312

Zen -  
Petroleum 
7313

Zen -  
Ash 
7314

Zen -  
Scarlet 
7317

Zen -  
Apple 
7344

Frames 
Paint Finish

Surface 
Laminates

Screens 
Fabric


